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  JOTTER PAD

ACROSS

 1 I have no idea if a schemer will change (6,2)
 5 Tickle quiet liberal with lack of 
awkwardness (6)
 10 Leave home and travel abroad (4,3)
 11 What can be part of a drum kit and a 
stovepipe? (4,3)
 12 Remote possibilities of awfully hot snogs 
around lake (4,5)
 13 Bishop seen around a church in sporty 
motor (5)
 15 Island that can be spotted in Tokomaru 
Bay (5)
 16 Grand way to stop feeling of antagonism 
in criminal (8)
 19 Pamphlet found on conservative shrink (8)
 20 Drug smuggler sprinted back to meet firm 
(5)
 21 Layers which can be seen in some 
diamonds? (5)
 23 What one will do changing to an 
automatic car ... idle? (9)
 25 Place some might park their butts for a 
while? (7)
 27 A group performing in desert (7)
 28 Hard type seen at The Den is more fiery 
than others (6)
 29 Famous player upset bar in month in 
France once (8)

DOWN

 1 Wild animals flanking old person from 
Africa (8)
 2 A sour nude TV broadcast could be 
daring (11)
 3 Son tucking into cooked C-rations for 
breakfast? (9)
 4 Police turned over men in the French 
underground (5)
 6 Royal revolutionary, one a lout might 
knock back (5)
 7 I’m surprised Scottish pine will be cut 
down (3)
 8 Come in and get involved in record (5)
 9 Old joke involving Carlsen super-fan I’ve 
been told? (8)
 14 He declared a drunk sober (5-6)
 16 Good girl and I picked up part of a socket 
set? (5,3)
 17 Spartans fighting around top of damaged 
bunkers (4,5)
 18 Criminal and inmate missing first right 
around Ohio (8)
 21 Composer getting hold of ecstasy in The 
Strand? (5)
 22 Wise man skirting Republican military 
type (5)
 24 Vision wizard gets after first of 
incantations (5)
 26 Have an aversion to energy-sapped 
bowler? (3)
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